North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research

Five-Year Cycle for Annual Assessment and Program Evaluation Review*
(2006-2012)

2006-2007
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Sociology and Social Work
BS Sociology
BSW Social Work
MSW Social Work (Joint with UNC-G)

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Department of Industrial Engineering
BS Industrial Engineering
MS Industrial Engineering
PhD Industrial Engineering

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Department of Agribusiness, Applied Economics and Agriscience Education
BS Agricultural Economics
BS Agricultural Education
MS Agricultural Economics
MS Agricultural Education
MS Agricultural Education (Distance)

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Department of Accounting
BS Accounting

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Human Development and Services
MS Adult Education
MS Counselor Education
MS Human Resources: Rehabilitation
MSA Administration: Human Resources: Agency
Ph.D. Leadership Studies

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Department of Manufacturing Systems (moved to 2009-2010)

*Send strategic planning outline to 2007-2008 cohort
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Chemistry
BS Chemistry
BS Comprehensive Science Education (Chemistry Education)
MS Chemistry

Department of English
BA English
BA Speech
BA Speech Pathology/Audiology
MA English and African American Literature
MS English Education

Department of Journalism and Mass Communication (moved to 2009-2010)
BS Broadcast Production
BS Electronic Media & Journalism
BS Media Management
BS Print Journalism
BS Public Journalism

Department of History
BA History
MS History

Department of Mathematics (moved to 2009-2010)
BS Applied Mathematics
BS Mathematics
MS Applied Mathematics
MS Mathematics, Secondary Education

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Department of Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering (Architectural, Biological, Geomatics & Civil Environmental by 2013)
BS Architectural Engineering
BS Civil Engineering
MS Civil Engineering

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Design
BS Agricultural Science, Earth and Environmental Sciences
BS Agricultural Science, Natural Resources and Environmental Design
BS Landscape Architecture
MS Plant and Soil Science

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Department of Business Administration (Renamed Department of Marketing, Transportation and Supply Chain in Fall 2008) (Schedule next report 2012-2013)
BS Marketing
BS Marketing (Sales)
BS Transportation Supply Chain Management
PB Supply Chain Management

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
BS Elementary Education
MAED Elementary Education, General
MS Instructional Technology
2007-2008 (continued)

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY

Department of Electronics, Computer, and Information Technology
BS  Electronic Technology (Distance)
BS  Electronic Technology (Computational Technology)
BS  Electronic Technology (Information Technology)
MS  Information Technology
MS  Industrial Technology (Information Technology)

Department of Graphic Communications Systems (moved to 2009-2010)
BS  Graphic Communication Systems
BS  Technology Education
MS  Technology Education

*Send strategic planning outline to 2008-2009 cohort
2008-2009

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Physics
BS Physics
BS Comprehensive Science Education (Physics Education)

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Department of Animal Sciences
BS Animal Science
BS Laboratory Animal Science
MS Animal Health Science

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Department of Business Education
BS Business Education
BS Information Technology
MAT Teaching (Business Education)

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Human Performance and Leisure Studies
BS Health and Physical Education, Fitness/Wellness Management
BS Health and Physical Education, Teaching (inactive since 2004)
BS Sports Science (Recreation Administration merged Fitness/Wellness Management 2004)
MAT Teaching (Physical Education)
MS Health and Physical Education, Teaching

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Department of Construction Management and Safety
BS Construction Management
BS Occupational Safety and Health

CENTER FOR DISTANCE LEARNING

CONTINUING EDUCATION

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
PhD Leadership Studies (moved to December 2008 from 2011-2012 @ request of Provost)

INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH (moved to 2011-2012 from 2008-2009)

LIBRARY

MILITARY SCIENCE (ARMY ROTC)

SUMMER SCHOOL
2009-2010

**COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**

**Department of Foreign Languages**
- BA Liberal Studies *(moved to 2010-2011)*
- BA Romance Languages and Literatures, French
- BA Romance Languages and Literatures, Spanish
- BS Romance Languages and Literatures, French, Secondary Education
- BS Romance Languages and Literatures, Spanish, Secondary Education

**Department of Human Performance and Leisure Studies**
- BS Sports Science and Fitness Management

**Department of Journalism and Mass Communication (moved from 2007-2008)**
- BS Broadcast Production
- BS Electronic Media & Journalism
- BS Media Management
- BS Print Journalism
- BS Public Journalism

**Department of Mathematics (moved from 2007-2008)**
- BS Applied Mathematics
- BS Mathematics
- MS Applied Mathematics
- MS Mathematics, Secondary Education

**Department of Psychology**
- BA Psychology

**COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**

**Department of Computer Science**
- BS Computer Science
- MS Computer Science

**Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering**
- BS Computer Engineering
- BS Electrical Engineering
- MS Electrical Engineering
- PhD Electrical Engineering

**SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS**

**Department of Economics and Finance (Formerly Department of Economics and Transportation, changed Fall 2008)**
- BS Economics
- BS Transportation

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**

**Department of Curriculum and Instruction**
- MAEd Reading
- MAT Teaching
- MAT Teaching (Elementary Education)
- MAT Teaching (Special Education)

**SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES**

**SCHOOL OF NURSING**
- BS Nursing
SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Department of Graphic Communications Systems (moved to 2009-2010)
BS  Graphic Communication Systems
BS  Technology Education
MS  Technology Education

Department of Manufacturing Systems (moved from 2006-2007)
BS  Manufacturing Systems
MSIT  Industrial Technology

AIR FORCE ROTC
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Biology
BS  Biology  
BS  Comprehensive Science Education (Biology Education)
MS  Biology

Liberal Studies
BA  Liberal Studies (moved from 2009-2010, formerly under Foreign Languages)

Department of Political Science
BA  Political Science  
BS  Criminal Justice

Department of Visual and Performing Arts
BA  Music  
BA  Secondary Education (Music)  
BA  Visual Arts, Art Education  
BA  Secondary Education (Art)  
BFA  Professional Theatre

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Department of Mechanical and Chemical Engineering
BS  Chemical Engineering  
BS  Mechanical Engineering  
MS  Chemical Engineering  
MS  Mechanical Engineering  
PhD  Mechanical Engineering

Department of Civil, Architectural, Agricultural and Environmental Engineering
BS  Bioenvironmental Engineering

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Department of Family and Consumer Science
BS  Child Development and Family Studies  
BS  Child Development Early Education and Family Studies (B-K), Teaching  
BS  Family and Consumer Sciences (Fashion Merchandising and Design)  
BS  Family and Consumer Sciences Education  
BS  Food and Nutritional Sciences (Dietetics)  
BS  Food and Nutritional Sciences (Food Science)  
MS  Food and Nutritional Sciences

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Human Development and Services
MSA  School Administration

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
MS  Middle Grades Education

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
MS  Computational Science and Engineering  
PhD  Energy and Environmental Science Systems (April 2009)

TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
2011-2012

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Sociology and Social Work
BS Sociology
BSW Social Work
MSW Social Work (Joint with UNC-G)

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Department of Civil, Architectural, Agricultural, and Environmental Engineering
BS General Engineering
BS Geomatics

Department of Industrial Engineering
BS Industrial Engineering
MS Industrial Engineering
PhD Industrial Engineering

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Department of Agribusiness, Applied Economics and Agriscience Education
BS Agricultural Economics
BS Agricultural Education
MS Agricultural Economics
MS Agricultural Education

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Department of Accounting
BS Accounting

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Human Development and Services
MS Adult Education
MS Community/Agency Counseling
MS Rehabilitation Counseling
MS School Counseling

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Department of Manufacturing Systems
BS Manufacturing Systems
MSIT Industrial Technology

INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH (moved to 2011-2012 from 2008-2009)

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
PhD Leadership Studies (moved to December 2008 from 2011-2012 @ request of Provost)

CENTER FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
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